
factor mobility

The ability to move factors of
production—labor, capital, or
land—out of one production
process and into another.

Factor Mobility and Income
Redistribution
This chapter continues the theme of income redistribution as a consequence of international trade. The focus here 

is the effect of factor immobility. In the Ricardian model presented in Chapter 2, it is assumed that workers can 

move freely and costlessly to another industry. In addition, it is assumed that each worker has the same productivity 

as every other worker in every other industry. This assumption makes it inconsequential if one industry shuts down 

because, if it does, the workers simply move to another industry where they will be just as productive and will likely 

earn a higher wage.

This chapter asks, “What happens if free and costless factor mobility does not hold?” The answer is provided by 

the results of the immobile factor model. This model is helpful for two important reasons. First, from a practical 

perspective, the model provides a reason why there can be both winners and losers as a result of international 

trade. Second, the model highlights an important technique used in economic analysis. Because the immobile 

factor model is identical to the Ricardian model in all but one assumption, the model demonstrates how changes 

in model assumptions directly impact the model implications and results. This is an important lesson about the 

method of economic analysis more generally.

1. FACTOR MOBILITY OVERVIEW

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E

1. Identify the three dimensions across which factors of production may be mobile.

Factor mobility refers to the ability to move factors of production—labor, capital, or land—out of
one production process into another. Factor mobility may involve the movement of factors between
firms within an industry, as when one steel plant closes but sells its production equipment to another
steel firm. Mobility may involve the movement of factors across industries within a country, as when a
worker leaves employment at a textile firm and begins work at an automobile factory. Finally, mobility
may involve the movement of factors between countries either within industries or across industries, as
when a farm worker migrates to another country or when a factory is moved abroad.

The standard assumptions in the trade literature are that factors of production are freely (i.e.,
without obstruction) and costlessly mobile between firms within an industry and between industries
within a country but are immobile between countries.

The rationale for the first assumption—that factors are freely mobile within an industry—is per-
haps closest to reality. The skills acquired by workers and the productivity of capital are likely to be
very similar across firms producing identical or closely substitutable products. Although there would
likely be some transition costs incurred, such as search, transportation, and transaction costs, it re-
mains reasonable to assume for simplicity that the transfer is costless. As a result, this assumption is
rarely relaxed.

The assumption that factors are easily movable across industries within a country is somewhat un-
realistic, especially in the short run. Indeed, this assumption has been a standard source of criticism for
traditional trade models. In the Ricardian and Heckscher-Ohlin models, factors are assumed to be ho-
mogeneous and freely and costlessly mobile between industries. When changes occur in the economy
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requiring the expansion of one industry and the contraction of another, it just happens. There are no
search, transportation, or transaction costs. There is no unemployment of resources. Also, since the
factors are assumed to be homogeneous, once transferred to a completely different industry, they im-
mediately become just as productive as the factors that had originally been employed in that industry.
Clearly, these conditions cannot be expected to hold in very many realistic situations. For some, this in-
consistency is enough to cast doubt on all the propositions that result from these theories.

It is important to note, however, that trade theory has attempted to deal with this concern to some
extent. The immobile factor model (in Chapter 4) and the specific factor model (in Chapter 5,
[Unsupported Reference Type: chapter-section]) represent attempts to incorporate factor immobility
precisely because of the concerns just mentioned. Although these models do not introduce resource
transition in a complicated way, they do demonstrate important income redistribution results and al-
low one to infer the likely effects of more complex adjustment processes by piecing together the results
of several models. (See Chapter 5, [Unsupported Reference Type: chapter-section], especially.)

Another important aspect of factor mobility involves the mobility of factors between countries. In
most international trade models, factors are assumed to be immobile across borders. Traditionally,
most workers remain in their country of national origin due to immigration restrictions, while govern-
ment controls on capital have in some periods restricted international movements of capital. When in-
ternational factor mobility is not possible, trade models demonstrate how national gains can arise
through trade in goods and services.

Of course, international mobility can and does happen to varying degrees. Workers migrate across
borders, sometimes in violation of immigration laws, while capital flows readily across borders in
today’s markets. The implications of international factor mobility have been addressed in the context
of some trade models. A classic result by Robert A. Mundell (1957) demonstrates that international
factor mobility can act as a substitute for international trade in goods and services. In other words, to
realize all the gains from international exchange and globalization, countries need to either trade freely
or allow factors to move freely between countries.[1] It is not necessary to have both. Mundell’s result
contradicts a popular argument that free trade can only benefit countries if they also allow workers to
move freely across borders.

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

< Factors of production are potentially mobile in three distinct ways:

< Between firms within the same industry

< Between industries within the same country

< Between firms or industries across countries

< A standard simplifying assumption in many trade models is that factors of production are freely and
costlessly mobile between firms and between industries but not between countries.

< The immobile factor model and the specific factor model are two models that assume a degree of factor
immobility between industries.

E X E R C I S E S

1. Name several impediments to the free movement of workers between two industries.

2. Name several costs associated with the movement of workers between two industries.
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domestic factor mobility

When productive factors like
labor, capital, land, natural
resources, and so on can be
reallocated across sectors
within a domestic economy.

2. DOMESTIC FACTOR MOBILITY

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E

1. Understand how the different types of factors display different degrees of factor mobility.

Domestic factor mobility refers to the ease with which productive factors like labor, capital, land,
natural resources, and so on can be reallocated across sectors within the domestic economy. Different
degrees of mobility arise because there are different costs associated with moving factors between
industries.

As an example of how the adjustment costs vary across factors as factors move between industries,
consider a hypothetical textile firm that is going out of business.

The textile firm employs a variety of workers with different types of specialized skills. One of these
workers is an accountant. Fortunately for the accountant, she has skills that are used by all businesses.
Although there may be certain specific accounting techniques associated with the textile industry, it is
likely that this worker could find employment in a variety of industries. The worker would still suffer
some adjustment costs such as a short-term reduction in salary, search costs to find another job, and
the anxiety associated with job loss. However, assuming there is no glut of accountants in the economy,
this worker is likely to be fairly mobile.

Consider another worker who is employed as a seamstress in the textile firm. If the textile industry
as a whole is downsizing, then it is unlikely that she will find a job in another textile plant. Also, the
skills of a seamstress are not widely used in other industries. For this worker, finding another job may
be very difficult. It may require costs beyond those incurred by the accountant. This worker may decide
to learn a new profession by attending a vocational school or going to college. All of this requires more
time and incurs a greater cost.

Next consider the capital equipment used in the textile plant. The looms that are used to weave
cloth are unlikely to be very useful or productive in any other industry. Remaining textile firms might
purchase them, but only if the prices are very low. Ultimately, these machines are likely to fall into dis-
use and be discarded. Looms exhibit very low mobility to other industries.

However, consider a light truck owned and operated by the firm. This truck could easily be sold
and used by another firm in a completely different industry. The only costs would be the cost of mak-
ing the sale (advertisements, sales contracts, etc.) and perhaps the cost of relabeling the truck with the
new company name. The truck is relatively costlessly transferable across industries.

Finally, consider the land on which the textile plant operates. Depending on the location of the
firm and the degree of new business creations or expansions in the area, the land may or may not be
transferred easily. One possible outcome is that the property could be sold to another business that
would recondition it to suit its needs. In this case, the cost of mobility includes the transactions costs to
complete the sale plus the renovation costs to fix up the property for its new use. Alternatively, the land
could remain for sale for a very long time during which the plant merely becomes an eyesore. In this
case, the land’s immobility may last for years.

These examples suggest that the cost of factor mobility varies widely across factors of production.
Some factors such as accountants and trucks may be relatively costless to move. Other factors like
looms and seamstresses may be very costly to move. Some factors like land may be easy to move in
some instances but not in others.

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y

< The ability and cost of factor mobility across industries depends largely on how widespread the demands
are for that particular factor.
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E X E R C I S E S

1. Jeopardy Questions. As in the popular television game show, you are given an answer to a question and
you must respond with the question. For example, if the answer is “a tax on imports,” then the correct
question is “What is a tariff?”

a. Between truck driver and bricklayer, this occupation is likely to be more easily adapted for use in
an alternative industry.

b. Between accountant and robotics engineer, this occupation is likely to be more easily adapted for
use in an alternative industry.

c. Between professional baseball player and chemist, this occupation is likely to be more easily
adapted for use in an alternative industry.

2. Suppose a chemist loses her job at a pharmaceutical company. What other industries are most likely to
demand the services of a chemist? What other industries are least likely to demand the services of a
chemist?

3. TIME AND FACTOR MOBILITY

L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E

1. Learn why time passage is a very important element affecting a particular factor’s mobility
across industries.

The degree of mobility of factors across industries is greatly affected by the passage of time. In the very,
very short run—say, over a few weeks’ time—most unemployed factors are difficult to move to another
industry. Even the worker whose skills are readily adaptable to a variety of industries would still have to
take time to search for a new job. Alternatively, a worker in high demand in another industry might ar-
range for a brief vacation between jobs. This means that over the very short run, almost all factors are
relatively immobile.

As time passes, the most mobile factors begin to find employment in other industries. At the
closed textile plant, some of the managers, the accountants, and some others may find new jobs within
four to six months. The usable capital equipment may be sold to other firms. Looms in good working
condition may be bought by other textile plants still operating. Trucks and other transport equipment
will be bought by firms in other industries. As time progresses, more and more factors find employ-
ment elsewhere.

But what about the seamstress near retirement whose skills are not in demand and who is unwill-
ing to incur the cost of retraining? Or the capital equipment that is too old, too outdated, or just inap-
plicable elsewhere in the economy? These factors, too, can be moved to other industries given enough
time. The older workers will eventually retire from the workforce. Their replacements will be their
grandchildren, who are unlikely to seek the skills or jobs of their grandparents.

Merely recall the decline of family farms in America. For generations, children followed parents as
farmers until it eventually became unprofitable to continue to operate the same way. As the number of
farmers declined, the children of farmers began to move into the towns and cities. They went to col-
leges and often learned skills very different from their parents and grandparents.

In this way, as generations age and retire, the children acquire the new skills in demand in the
modern economy, and the distribution of skills in the workforce changes. Labor automatically becomes
mobile across industries if we allow enough time to pass.

Consider also the capital equipment that is unusable in any other industry. This capital is also mo-
bile in a strange sort of way. Generally, as capital equipment is used, its value declines. Often the cost of
repairs rises for an older machine. Older machines may be less productive than newer models, also re-
ducing their relative worth. When capital depreciates, or loses its value, sufficiently, a firm continuing
to produce would likely invest in a new machine. Investment requires the owners of the firm to forgo
profits in order to purchase new capital equipment.

Now suppose the firm is a textile plant and the owners are shutting it down. The capital equipment
at the firm will suddenly depreciate more rapidly than originally anticipated.

As this equipment depreciates, however, new investments will not be directed at the same type of
capital. Instead, investors will purchase different types of capital that have the potential for profits in
other industries. In this way, over time, as the current capital stock depreciates, new investment is
made in the types of capital needed for production in the future. With enough time, the capital stock is
moved out of declining, unprofitable industries and into expanding, profitable industries.
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In summary, virtually all factors are immobile across industries in the very short run. As time pro-
gresses and at some cost of adjustment, factors become mobile across sectors of the economy. Some
factors move more readily and at less cost than others. In the long run, all factors are mobile at some
cost. For workers, complete mobility may require the passing of a generation out of the workforce. For
capital, complete mobility requires depreciation of the unproductive capital stock, followed by new in-
vestment in profitable capital.

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y

< The ability of a factor to find employment in a new industry tends to increase as time passes.

E X E R C I S E

1. Jeopardy Questions. As in the popular television game show, you are given an answer to a question and
you must respond with the question. For example, if the answer is “a tax on imports,” then the correct
question is “What is a tariff?”

a. Between short run and long run, this time frame is more associated with unlimited factor mobility.

b. The term used to describe the fact that machines wear out over time.

c. Of 10 percent, 50 percent, or 100 percent, this is the more likely percentage of production factors
that can adjust between diverse industries in the short run.

d. Of 10 percent, 50 percent, or 100 percent, this is the more likely percentage of production factors
that can adjust between diverse industries in the long run.

e. The term used to describe the period of time in which production factors cannot move between
industries within a country.
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